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enter the university. His teacher was a very

able man who stimulated thoug-ht in his boys

and did it in a very pleasant, witty way.

In the university, Ibsen continued writing

plays. On the acceptance of the first one, he

left the university and continued his writing

with little success. The Greek plays appealed

to him, especially those of Sophocles, but his

imitation of them brought little in return.

Life was very hard for Ibsen at this period.

At times he went hungry, but while the body

suffered there was no heart hunger for every-

thing was shared by his steadfast friend

Schulered whose unbounded devotion and un-

reserved belief in Ibsen's powers had a most

beneficial effect upon a nature that was too

introspective and depreciative. Ibsen and his

friend became interested in the political move-

merits and upheavals of the time, in the social

unrest, in the labor agitation. All this appealed

because of his own hard struggles for existence

for we must remember that Ibsen had no real

youth. He had the longings and the enthus-

iasm of 3^outh, but he never knew its careless

joys.

At the age of twenty-three his head was
filled with liberal and socialistic ideas. Oppo-

sition to the existing order of things made
strong appeal to the youthful poet. Three

years, the eventful ones of 1848-1851, were a

disappointment to him. He realized the vast

difference between the real and the ideal. He
stood face to face in Norway with the same

"Spirit of Compromise" that was the shame of

the Victorian.

He scorned all half measures, tlierefore

was not only disillusioned but disappointed.

Here we find the "Individual," his thoughts,

his interests becoming a dominating influence

in Ibsen's thought and writings. The psy-

chology of the individual, not the massed

grouped welfare of the class—the crushed

hopes the pessimism and fatalism that fell upon
the spirit of the individual man-—the progress

that seemed only to mean "the survival of the

fittest," these and other such problems that he

attempted to solve by tlie study of Schopen-

hauer, Hegel and Fitche, may give us an in-

sight into the reason of that luck of sane.

ethical balance that marks his works. Things

have happened very much as he described. He
seemes to know the deeps of human nature,

but does he know its heights? If he does, is

he then justified in placing before the world in

the way of strongest appeal, this intense dra-

matic counterpart of life—the depths of our

fallen, and never the heights of our better

nature? May he, and other like him, by the

injection of their false philosophy, not be

largely responsible for the present interpreta-

tion of moral freedom, the prevalence of loose

ideas on divorce and marriage? For what is

the ultimate purpose of drama but to teach us

by imitation and interpretation the manner of

bringing out and developing in times of crucial

circumstances the universal truth and good-

jiess inherent in the human pattern of the

Divine Mind.

The controversies over Ibsen are not debat-

able from a literary point of view. Although

he destroyed the technique of the old drama,

yet he is regarded universally as the great

iconoclast who had the strength of mind and

force of character to get away from unreal and

unnatural restrictions. The great point of

divergence hangs on his psychological and

ethical notions. He does create abnormal char-

acters—women without a sense of duty, Avith-

out affection, without any religious princii)les,

but brimfull of selfish egotism. Some meii

appear devoid of the strength that comes from

the nobility of nature—without conscience,

coarse, vulgar, if not melancholy and morbid

specimens, at least sickly products of pesti-

lential pessimism.

Yet Ibsen has the great art of impression.

He shows us at a glance what he wishes us to

feel—he brings into the strong light the hid-

den things of darkness—but the trouble is in

character expression—he is all dark—he has

no sense of the chiaro-oscura eft'ects. And are

we not all made up of this balance of light

and shadows, and does not the shadow always

bring in stronger contrast, the life giving light t

We shall now take up the other side of

Ibsen—his craftsmanshij) as exemplitieil in his

first revolutionary i)lay, "A Doll's House."

Ibsen as stage manager for many years had


